
Here's a plumber's delight. A complete antenna,
down to the tuning capacitor, made from
commonly available copperpipe.

How To Build An Indoor
Transmitting Loop Antenna

Part I 10 and 20 Meters

BY ROBERT H. JOHNS·, W3JIP

Table 1- The 2:1 $ WR bandwidths of the
loop as measured with the station SWR

meter.

Changing bands is accomplished by roes
eningthe plastic nuts in fig .3, and moving
the capacitor plates (pipes) closer to
gether or farther apart by sliding the bolts
in the slots of the insulators. Marks on the

Ifyour only option is an indoor antenna.
a single-turn loop offers small size and
high efficiency . However , a loop antenna
has one major drawback: narrow band
width . It is a nuisance to retune the anten
na when changing bands or making a
large frequency change within a band.
Considering the difficulties of indoor op
eration, however, narrow bandwidth is a
reasonable pr ice to pay for efficiency.

This article shows a small single-turn
loop for 10-20 meters. and Part II de
scribes a two-turn loop about a teet in dia
meter which covers 40 and 80 meters.
They really work and put out respectable
signals. Many contacts have expressed
surprise that my signal was coming from
an indoor antenna. They can be home
brewed and don't require expensive tun
ing capacitors or motor-driven tuning
systems for indoor or portable operation ,
where the operator has access to the an
tenna for changing freque ncy. And the
bandwidths aren 't terribly restrictive on
the higher frequency bands with this an
tenna (see Table I). The pinch comes on
40 and 80 meters with the larger loop.

Efficiency in a loop antenna requires
very low resistance in the loop and the
luning capacitor, as discussed in the
ARRL Antenna Handbook. Read the sec
tion on small transmitting loops in Chap
ter 5 for a discussion of loop theory and
some other practical antennas . This an
tenna is made from 3,4 inch thin-walled
(Type M) copper pipe, which is actually %
inch in diameter. The joints are standard
45 0 r 90degree ells, soldered to the pipe.
If you aren't concerned about packing up
the antenna for storage or for portable

operation, all the joints ca n be soldered
together. The antenna in the pictures dis
assembles, as in fig . 5. One pipe is sol
dered into each ell , and the remaining
connection is made with a hose clamp
around the slotted ell and pipe when the
loop is assembled . Tests described later
indicate that there is no noticeable loss in
efficiency with these temporary copper
to-coppe r joints.

A high-voltage, high-current tuning ca 
pacitor lor the loop is formed by bringing
the two ends of the loop parallel to one an
other and changing the spacing between
them to change frequency. The length of
straight pipe needed for the capacitor
means that the top of the loop is square
while the bottom is roughly octagonal.

Band
(meters)
10
12
15
17
20

2:1 Bandwidth
(kHz)

91
60
55
39
21

Cap. Spacing
(Inches)

1.7_3
1

05
0.25
0.1 3
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Fig. 1- The 20-10 meter transmittinglreceiving loop antenna. The tuning capacitor is
the top of the loop, between the two parallel lengths of copper pipe.
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Fig. 3- The tuning capacitor pipes are held in place by the slotted insulators. The white
knob has a nut inside it which loosens one pipe to slide closer or farther away from the

other pipe to lower or raise the frequency of the loop.

Fig. 2- For portable operation the base
platemountsona 1 inch wood dowel. You
still need to beable to reach the capacitor

at the top to change frequency.

insulators indicate the approximate band
spacings. A fine adjustment is afforded
by turning both insulator handles , which
moves the pipes lengthwise and also
changes their separation a little . And a
fine-tuning control is afforded by the alu
minum capacitor plate above the pipes . It
is mounted on a 1. inch nylon bolt and is
only capacttivelv coupled to the loop
ends : there is no direct contact to either
one . It provides about 100 kHz band-

spread on 20 meters and abou t 1 MHz on
10 meters.

The antenna is tuned to a frequency by
listening fo r the noise peak in a receiver
while the variable capacitor is changed.
The tuning capacitor " controls" are tnsu
rated to permit this . Final frequency ad
justment is made with the top plate for
minimum SWR, while a very small amount
of RF is supplied to the antenna.

A gamma match is used to feed the
loop with 50 ohm coax, with the SWR at
resonance either flat or less than 1.3 on
all ba nds. The presence 01 la rge metal ob
jects , like heating duc ts under the floor,
ca n cause the SWR to rise , so some ex·
perimenting may be needed to find the
best location. The base lets you stand the
antenna on the floor or on a tab le or book
case. If possible , ge t it out on a balcony .
For portable operation, the large hole in
the base provides a tight fit for a piece of 1
inch wood dowel. The dowel can then be
mounted in a tripod, or sharpened and
d riven into the ground as in fig . 2.

Bandwidth

The 2:1 SWR bandwidths of the loop are
listed in Table I,as measured with the sta
tion SWR meter. They are approximate.

The bandwidths for the loops in the An
tenna Handbook are at the half power
points, 3 dB down. They occur at an SWR
of about 2.5:1 , so they are a bit broader
than the 2:1 usually used in amateur
work. The bandwidths of this antenna are
a litt le wider on some bands than those
listed for a similar size octagon in the
Handbook.

YAESU
FT·1000 HF 2OQwat11uner/ps 2799.00
FT-1000D HF 2OQwat11uner/ps 3629.00
FT-990 HF 100watt tuner/ps 1999.00
FT·767GX HF 100wattluner/ps 1739.00
767-2M 2 meter unit FT-767 229.00
767-6M 6 meter unit FT-767 189.00
767-70A 44G-450mhz unit 767 289.00
767-708 430-44Omhz unit 767 289.00
FT-757GX HF100Wtrancelver 919.00
FT·747GX HF 100W trancelver 699.00
FC-757AT eute antenna tuner 379.00
FP-7oo std pwr supply(20A) 219.00
FP-757HD hvy duty ps speaker 279.00
FT-736R 2mtr{70cm all mode 1599.00
736-6M 6 meter unit FT-736 264.00
736-220 220mhz unit FT-736 289.00
736-1.2 1.2ghz uni1 FT-736 539.00
FT-5200 2mtr{7ocm 50/35w 629.00
FT-212RH 2 meter 45 watts 349.00
FT-2400H 2 mlr alpha-num SOw 349.00
FT-290R/1I 2 mtr all mode 25w 549.00
FT-690A!1I 6 mtr all mocle 25w 659.00
FT-790R/1I 70Cm all mocle 25w 599.00
FT·411 E 2mtr HT w/FNB-17 299.00
FT-470 2mtr{7OCm HTdual 399.00
BPF-1 dual BFP X band svc 154.00
FNB-12S 600mah 12v Ni·Cad 64.00
FNB-14 1000mah 7.2v 62.00
FMB-17 600mah 7.2v 46.00
DVS-1 digital voice memory 99.00
DV5-2 digi1al voice memory 279.00
DVS-3 digi1al voice memory 124.00
FM-747 FM for FT-747 47.00
FVS-1A voice syn1h FT-736 37.00
M[).1C8 desk microphone 109.00
MH-1 B8 hand microphone 29.00
MH-12A2B spker mic large size 36.00
MH-18A2B spker mic. small size 29.00
MH-19A2B mini earpiece/mic. 31 .00
NC-15 quick charger 727/209 95.00
NC·29 quick charger 411 /470 65.00
PA-3 mobile de adapler 28.00
PA-6 mobile adap 411 /470 22.00
SP-5 ext. speaker w/fitter 144.00
SP-6 ext. speaker FT-990 144.00
SP-767 speaker W/fihers 99.00
SP-767P speaker W/palch 136.00
YH-2 vox headset 30.00
YH-55 deluxe headset 28.00
YH-77 light weight headset 26.00
YSK·1 L separation kit 5200 59.00
Y5-60 1.8-60mhz2kwswr 127.00
YS-SOO 14o-525mhz swr mtr 99.00
G-250 h duty rotator 4 sq ft 111 .00
G-400RC hlmed duty 11 sq ft 229.00
G-800S hvy duty r010r 20sq ft 289.00

c.lI For Prices On nems Nor U sred
VISA & MASTERCARD WELCOME

Prices Sub'eet To Chan !e_ _ --l
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

3830 Oleander Dr.
Wilmington I NC 28403

service & tech nical (919) 791-8885

ORDER TOLL FREE

800-688-0073
The Carolinas' Largest

Amateur Dealer
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Fig. 4- The " foot" of the antenna, the gamma match,and the 50·239 coax connector.

Fig. 5- The parts of the antenna ready for storage or travel.

copper pipe connection is in the same
range as thaI of a soldered connection . In
addit ion, measurements (made with 10
amps through the antenna and a digital
voltmeter that resolves tenths of milli
volts) showed that the DC resistance per
inch of joints with clamped connections
in them is actually less than the resis
tance per inch of the straight copper pipe .
DC resistance is not the same as the RF
skin effect resistance, which is about 20
times greater, but it is an interesting com
parison. Overall , for indoor use where

Suspecting that the hose clam p con
nections were at tau!t . I soldered all the
joints. To my surprise there was no
change in the bandwidths ! If there had
been extra resistance caused by those
connections. the antenna Q would have
increased when all joints were SOldered ,
and the bandwidth narrowed. Additional
tests showed that the hose clamps had to
be quite loose, almost slack, before the
increased resistance at the temporary
joints affected the antenna performance.

The resis tance of the tight copper-to-

1112 GRANDVIEW STREET
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA 18509

PHONE (717) 343-2124

ICOII
K;-135 HF XcYrJGen. Cov.FbI'. _.__..__._.__..~,OO

PS.55 M:.PowefSIWY _ 196.00
AT- ISO I-F AlAomaIi::A.1eIlliTl.I.lllf 36iI.DO
AH-2A If= A&.mnaIic Anlema Tooer 419.00
SU-a Desk illoaphoo1e 89.00
tfl·Z Communi:alion~l8S 43.50
IC-Rl Communic:alonsRllc8iwr •. 519.50
C-RIOO Commlllic3ions ReceNer ..__.._579.00
C-R7000 CoolJllUnicalM ReaWer _.__..__.._ .. 999.00
C-28H 2·Melllr, Ft.! , 045 W~ XM _..__ _._._. 399.00
1C·228H 2-MelBf, FM, 45 Watt Xcvr _ _ _ 419.00
1C·229H 2-Meter, FM, 50 Watt XcvI _ 359.00
1C·2GAT 2·M!r" FM,Handheld Wrthr-t 309.50
I(:'Z4AT 2·Mtr ./44I).MHz., FM, Mill H-H wrr·T 399.50
!C·W2A 2·M!rJ440·MHz., FM, MiliH-H Wrr·T 519.50
BP4 8attery Case _ _ _ _ _ _ 16.00
BP-5 10.8 VDC,425 mAtt, Ni-Cad Ban. Padl 65.00
BP-7 132 VDC, 425 mAtt, Ni-Cad Bat. Pad\ _ 79.00
BP.a 8.4 VDC. 800 mAH~ Ni-Cad B.n. Pad!; M •• 79.00
BP-a3 72 VDC, 8Xl mN1., Ni-Cad Bat. Padc. ... 49.00
BP-84 12 we, llXlO mAri.,Ni-Ca:I BalL Pa::k __ 75.00
BP·911 Banef)'Cae __ .. 16.00
8C-35 DIOp-"~ ChMger, BP-2, 5, 7, 8__ 79.00
OC·]2A l>rq)-In Chg.;BP'&l ,82,83, 84,85, Ire. ._99,00
Cp·ll Cigarette l~hlerCabie WiNeise Filer ..__ 1&99
CP-12 Cigarette liJMer Cable WlNoise Filer .._ .•_18,49
CP·13 Cigarette lVrter Cable WlNoise Fiker ••_ ••~ 18 49
AQ·12 Erlemal Po.er Adap:el For IC-2GAT ..•~..••_24.50
HM46 SpeakerIMiaopl»ne _ _ _.••.•••..•••..•~. 31 .99
HM·S4 Speaker~iaopOOne _ _ ~. 4 7, OO

HM-65 SpeakerIMiaopivlne ForlC·W2A _ 34,00
HS-51 Headset, PIT &VOX 5900
HS-611 Headset, PIT &VOx, For 1G-W2A 65,00

AEA
IscPo!e·I44 2-Metef Vertical Artenna ..._...._ _... $49,95
~M·3 Memory KayEII' ..._......_.._.•_._•....~ ~_•. 1~,95
PK-88 HFNHFPadu!t me ~.~~_ .._._ _.._.. 124,95
PK-232MBX UuII·Ucde Data Cortrolle1__~_..31995

BElOEH
&:XXI ' 14 Stra'lded ~&eelArtenna Wre _ S. I~t
8214 RG--MJ Foam Coax CctIIe __.. .52Jft.
8240 RG-SMl Coax Cable ... ._.__.1&'Ft
8241 RG-S9IU Coax Cable .__._ .11J'Ft
8448 S-COrdUdI)r,6-122, 2-118, I\:ltl)r Cable ~__ .3&ft
8484 4-Con;uol)r, ' 20, Rotor C<bIe •.._...._._._ .wFt.
848S S-Cooouaor, ' 20, Relor Cft _.. ~ 2~t.

9258 RG·gtX FoamCoax Cable ~ _ _241Ft.
9913 RG-MI·Type Lewloss Ceax Cable ,5&'Ft.
83242 RG·1 42MJ Te!lorVS~verCo ID: Coble 1.3OIF1.

CUSI-ICRAFT
A3S 14.21, 28-MHz., 3·Element Beam _ $312.00
APe 3.5,7,10,14, 18,21.24.28-MHz, Vertical I79.00
APA 18 Radial KI Fa APe ..._....~...._ _ _....._ 44,00
AS 14, 18. 21, 24,28-MHz. Vertic:al _ _..__.~.~ 252.00
A7 7, 10,14.18.21 ,24, 26-MHz.VefticaI .•._._. 346.oo
ARX·2B 2·UeWlr, Angc Aeroger I Vertical _._ .._ .. 46.oo
ARX.--450B 450-UHz. Angc RangerHVetticaI _ .46.oo
124'M1 144 to 148-MHz.,4-E1emert Beam __.46.00
215WB 1441c 148-MHz., 15-EIMeltBean _.•__ 9&00
A147·11 146 111148 MHz~ 11 EJemer1 Beam . 60.00
AU9-11 440 III 450-MHz., 11-Elerner1 Beam .._ ....53,00

ASmON
AS- 7A 13.8 VOC.7Amp Int., 5Amp Cor1...._ _, $48 94
AS-l2A 13.8VOC. 12A"llIlt.,9AmpCCnt. _ 70.S4
AS-lOA 13.8 VOC,20 Amp Irt., 16 Amp Cer1 88.1 4
AS-35A 13,8 VOC, 35 Amp 1r1., 25 AmpCer1 140.94
RS·12M Same k, AS·IM,W~h Meters 81.34
RS·20MSame k, AS·2M,W~h Mete rs 107.34
RS-35M Same k, RS·35A, W~h Mete rs 158.94
Rt.l-35U Rcd\ Mount Vers~n 01 AS·35M _•. 225.94
V$-35M Same k, AS-3St.l , Adj_Vc/l.turr 170.74

UPSllnsurara ChMgeS ke AddfuJa;
I.e And VISA Orders Are kcqlled

Prices SltIjed To Charge WtInJt 1«ltl::e

La.ili?ue &~U

CIRCLE~ON READER SERVICECARO
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Fig. 6- Dimensions of the parts, not to
scale. Lengths of pipe indicated are the
lengths fa be cut, before attaching the ell.
Unlabelled holes areXmen. SevenXinch
bolts 1Xinches long, with nuts, are need
ed. Also, 12Yz feet of y. inch copper pipe,
four 45degree ells and two 90degree ells.

corrosion will not increase the contact re
sistance, I believe that this method of as
sembling a portable loop is a good one.
And the performance of the loop is excel
lent, considering its location, size, and
simplicity .

Construct ion

The %inch copper pipe is available at
hardware and discount stores, but be
sure to get the Type M thin-walled tubing
which is much lighter and costs less. The
type will be inked on the tublnq. You will
need a propane (or MATI gas) torch to
solder the ptpe to the copper ells. You can
use electronic solder, but the excess ros
in in the solder core will make quite a
mess. Better to buy solid solder and a
small can of rosin flux with the pipe .

No previous experience with sweating
or soldering copper pipe is necessary.
Clean the surfaces to be soldered with
steel wool and brush on a thin coating of
flux. Heat the work hot enough to readily
melt the solder and it will wet and flow into
the joint by itself . Don't heat the solder di
rectly with the torch , however. After sol
dering, clean up the copper with steel
wool, and you will have a nice looking
work of art suitable for display in the living
room!

After soldering ells to the pipes, slot
the copper ells with a hacksaw and care
fully smooth out the inside of Hie cuts with
a round file. Clean the inside surface with
steel wool. Drill the quarter inch holes in
the base section of the loop after the two
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45 degree ells have been soldered to the
7 inch pipe. The quarter inch holes in the
32 inch lengths of pipe are located 1Xin
ches from one end and 3 inches from the
other end. These holes in each pipe need
to line up so that the bolts through them
will be in the same plane.

The base plate can be made from any
hard plastic, about 3f4 inch thick, or even
wood if it will be out of the weather. A
cross-brace to make the antenna stand
by itself is made from a 16 inch length of
1 x 2 inch wood. It is held to the base by a
,;'. inch bolt 1 Y2 inches long and a wing
nut. Counter sink the head of the bolt into
the wood so that it doesn't scratch the
surface on which the antenna sits. Glue
or screw a small piece of the 1 x 2 under
the other end of the base plate to keep it
level. Drill the large hole in the base plate
with a lXOinch flat wood bit.

The slotted insulators in fig. 3 are X
inch thick Plexiglas in this antenna, but
they too can be made from any stiff plas
tic that the junkbox yields, since the insu
lator is out of the most intense electric
field between the pipes. Even at the hun
dred watt level there are thousands of
volts across this gap! The Xinch wide slot
is most easily cut with a router, but you
can also drill many holes and connect
them with a drill and a file. The insulated
nut for the slotted insulator is made by
squeezing a Xinch nut into the plastic hex
nut with a vise. The plastic nut is a %inch
ferrule nut with integral sleeve (JACO
0-6), made for plastic piping, and is avail
able at plumbing or swimming pool distri
butors. If you can't locate it, drill a Xinch
hole into a Xinch PVC threaded cap and
force the Xinch nut into it.

The gamma match (fig. 4) is made from
a length of #6 or #8 solid copper ground
Wire, available at discount stores or elec
trical distributors. It is soldered to one of
the 18 inch lengths of pipe near the ell at
the end, leaving Yo inch at the end to go in
to the ell. Use a hose clamp to hold the
heavy wire in place while soldering; sol
der won't stick to the stainless steel
clamp. The 50-239 coax connector is
mounted near the other end of the pipe,
leaving room to go into the base ell.
Six-32 bolts 1X inches long are used to
mount the connector. One-half inch long
standoff sleeves that fit around the mount
ing bolts can be made from Xinch brass
tublnq, available from hobby shops. The
center pin of the 50-239 is t rimmed
shorter and a length of flexible hookup
wire is soldered to it. A Yo inch plastic
strap for hanging electrical conduit is used
to support the other end of the gamma
wire and the short wire from the coax
connector. A 6-32 screw Xinch long will
pass through the ends of the strap and
secure two terminal lugs there.

As an aid in tuning up on 20 meters, I
put a short collar of %inch 10, 1 inch 00
plastic tublnq around each top pipe (Plex-

iglass, t exan. etc.). These Xo inch shims
are slid between the pipes to space them
the proper distance apart, and then they
are slid out of the gap after the nuts have
been tightened. This puts the antenna
close to 20 meters. These collars aren't
essential. though .

Operation

Assemble the loop from the base upwards,
tightening the hose clamps only enough
to keep the sections in place. Set the long
top pipes to be about 1 inch apart , and
then tighten all the hose clamps securely.
Mount the slotted insulators on the pipes
so that they both extend out like handles
on the same side at the loop, as in fig, 1.
The approximate spacings tor each band
are given in Table I.

Adjust the gamma rod for best match
on all bands by bending it closer or farther
away Irom the pipe, Start with it about X
inch from the pipe. There is a little com
promise, but the match is good on all
bands. To help reduce RF feedback, wind
chokes on ferrite cores at both ends of
the coax feeding the antenna. The rec
tangular cores in plastic frames are wide
ly available (Radio Shack, MFJ, etc .) and
work weutor thls purpose. Make sure that
the frames are tight and there is no air
gap in the ferrite.

Although this loop could sit on the op
erating table or be close at hand for easy
access for frequency changes, I prefer to
place it in another room to minimize the
amount of RF my body receives. I also
turn it so that the operating position is on
a perpendicular through the loop, since
there is a null in the radiation pattern
along that line. Also, make sure that no
people or pets touch the antenna when
you are transmitting. They could get a
nasty RF burn.

Power

The antenna has been used at 100 watts.
Although there is occasional arcing
across the Xa inch gap on 20 meters, on
15,12, and 10 meters it would handle the
legal limit with ease. However , even 100
watts is too much for an indoor installa
tion where there are other family mem
bers, especially young children, around! I
just don't operate when anyone could
possibly touch the loop.

In talking with amateurs at club meet
ings and hamfests, I find that a genera
tion has come along that has experi
enced only solid-state rigs with low-im
pedance outputs, and coax transmission
lines. Many have never felt an RF burn
and are sco rnful of its hazards. (Only 100
watts?) Be advised that the thousands of
volts from this antenna is a serious shock
hazard and also a fire hazard if drapes or
curtains should touch it! Care is essential.

(To Be Continued) OO!
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While yourneighbors all think thatyou're redoing
yourkitchen orbathroom plumbing, we'll allknow
that you're building an indoor loop antenna.

How To Build An Indoor
Transmitting Loop Antenna

Part 11-40 and 80 Meters
BY ROBERT H. JOHNS' . W3JIP

Fig. 1- The two-turn loop antenna for 40 and 80 meters.

The loop inthis installment covers 40and
80 meters using only two turns. Even
though this sac rif ices some efficiency
compared 10 a single-turn loop,the anten
na still works and is a manageable indoor
size. Inoperation from a ttrst-ftoor apart
ment the loop in fig. 1hasbeen avery plea
sent surprise, giving many fine OSOs up
and down the east coast and into the
midwest on 40 and 80 meters . The calcu
lated efficiencies are 47% at 7 MHz and
9% at 3.8 MHz,which are very good com
pared to other indoor antennas for these
bands.

The antenna uses a structure similar to
the smaller version for 10-20 meters des
c ribed in Part I. A Yo inch thin-walled cop
perpipe is solderedtogether with standard
copper ells to form octagons, and theends
of the loop are brought close together to
make a variable capacitor. An additional
fixed capacitor, which is also made from
copper pipe and simple insulators, is add
ed for 80 meters (see figs. 2 and 3). For
storage or portable operation the loop can
beassembledwith slotted ell joints that are
tightened with hose clamps. Fig. 5 shows
the antenna disassembled for storage or
travel.

Theantenna stands on abase plate and
can be operated on the floor oron a table.
Foroutdoor usea largehole in the baseac
cepts a 1 inch dowel for mounting the
antenna on a stakeor on a tripod, asshown
in fig. 7. The 50-239 input connector and
gamma match are shown in fig. 3.

Frequency changes are made by
loosening the slotted insulatorsandchang
ing the spacing between the capacitor
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pipes, as on the smaller loop for 10-20
meters. Ten calibration marks on the alu
minum capacitor plate are a help in mak
i ng small shifts. On 40 meters this
capacitor changes the frequency by ap
proximately 100 kHz, so that each of the
marks represents 10kHz. On 75 meters
each mark is about 2 kHz.

Bandwid th

The 2:1 bandwidths of this antenna are
very narrow-about 19 kHz on 40meters
and about 7 kHz on 75 meters. An anten
na tuner can double these bandwidths, but
youwill notice adrop ineffectiveness if you
move very far off the antenna's resonant
frequency. A trick to get a little more oper-

ating room on 75/80 is to set the tuner to
match the antenna about 5 kHzaway from
its resonant frequency, and then switch
between the " straight through" positionon
the tuner and the matched position .

Construction

Commonly available Yo inch thin-walled
Type M copper tubing and standard 45 0

and 90 0 copper ells are used for the loop
conductor. The two turns are spaced apart
by four %inch Plexiglass rods 2.5 inches
long, shown in fig. 4, that are drilled (5f32
inch) to accept #10 hex -washer-head
sheet-metal screws 1.5 inches long. (Use
a 5/16 inch nut driver or socket wrench to
drive these in.)

Say You Saw II In CO



Fig . 2- The var iable capacitor is adjusted by changing the spacing between the two
pipes. The larger tube is a coaxial capacitor that is connected for 75/80M operation

by the half inch copper cap and the braided strap.

The fixed capacitor for 80 meters is
made from a ~ inch copper pipe mounted
inside a 1 inch copper pipe by simple insu
lators. These are 1 y. inch plastic furniture
tips drilled out to let the smaller pipe pass
through . A r. inch flat wood bit drills this
hole.wh ich makes a snug lit over the larger
inside copper pipe.The plastic furniture tip

is easier to drill when it is mounted on a
scrap of the large pipe.

A ~ inch copper cap is slotted and sol
dered to a braided strap to become the
"switch" tcconnect the fixed capacitor in
to the antenna for 75/80 meter operation.
This strap is also soldered to the nearby X
inch pipe , as shown in fig . 2. The cap can

be tightened onto the inner capacitor pipe
with a hose clamp. as the main loop joints
are, but I have found that this is not neces
sary if the cap has been bent to make a
snug fit . Away to determine whether this
connection is contributing extra resistance
is to carefully measure the bandwidth of
the antenna , with and without the hose
clamp. A wider bandwidth means more
resistive loss, if everything else stays the
same. Actuallymeasuring very low resist
ances at radio frequencies is quite difficult,
but comparing bandwidths across a high
Q circuit like a loop is easy.

The 1 inch pipe ls soloerectotne r. inch
loop pipe and ell as shown in figs. 2 and 7.
Strap the pieces together with a large hose
clamp before soldering ,and the job is not
difficult . A Xinch copper coupling is also
soldered to the large 1 inch pipe near its
other end to I)e a place to attach the slot
ted insulator.

The transition between different pipe
sizes could have been made with a reduc
ing coupling or ell , but this would compli
cate the capacitor, requiring a spacer ln
side the large pipe. I did not find an insulat
or material t hat was readily available and
that would stand up to the high voltage
there . Many plastics would withstand the
AF when first applied. but then soften and
cook under steady power.The nice feature
of the furniture-tip insulators is that they
are out of the strongest electric field be-
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Fig. 3- The self-supporting base, the gamma match, and the ca
pacitor plate for fine tuning the loop.

Fig. 4- The Plexiglass rods between the two turns of the loop
are held in place byself-tapping screws through holes in the pipe.
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Polarization

For an antenna that must be close to the
ground. vertical polarization is preferred.
This is because avertica lly potanzed wave
ref lected from the ground has little phase
change , while a hor izontally po lar ized
wave undergoes a phase reversa l. Waves
reflected from a ground plane under a ver
tical antenna reinforce the direct wave as
though they had come from an image
antenna below ground. But the waves re
flected below a low horizontal dipole would
tend to cancel the high-angle radiation
from the dipole. This is why a loop, es-

Fig. 6- For portable operation the loop is
ona tripod. The capacitor at thebasemust
still be accessible for changing frequency.

••
.".

Assembly

tween the coaxial conductors , and only
subjected to the smaller fringing field . But
if, while ope rating, you not ice the $WR
changingduring a transmission, shut down
and check lor insulators that are warming
up. Another problem likely to appear is arc
ing , which can occur when insulators fail
or are dirty . This will show up as a rapid
jump in SWR. The surfaces of the pipes
thaI make up the capacitor must be c lean
and smooth and free of things like wisps
of steer wool.or sparks will jump across the
capacitor gap. Even though this loop struc
ture is simple and rugged, you must put
care and attention into the construct ion of
the capacitor.

The inputS0-239 andgamma match are
similar to the ones fo r the small anten na
in Part I. The gamma rod is spaced about
2 inches from the pipeand should be placed
onthe side away from the tuning capacitors
when building the antenna. The base plate
and slotted insulator handles are the same
as those on the small loop. Note thaI the
base pipe sec tion is only 6 inches here,
however.

Fig. 5- The antenna disassembled for storage or travel.

Say You Saw It In CO

Start assembling the loops by inserting the
gamma section and its twin length into the
base section and tightening them with hose
ctamos.Attach a Plexiglass spacer to each
of the four bent sect ions, as in fig. 5, and
build up a lOOp with overlap at the top. Con
neet theoverlapping sections together with
screws into the spacers at the top. Add the
30 inch pipe so that it descends down past
thegammamatch.Attach the otheroescen
ding section so that the 45 0 piece crosses
over the middle plane toward the other side
of the loop to meet the capacitor (see fig. 6).

Assemble the two long capacitor pipes
together with the slotted insulator handles.
as in the photos,and connect the capacitor
to the two descending sections.
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Fig. 7- Dimensions of the pipe components. All holes are 1. inch. The pipe lengths are the length of pipe to be cut, before an ell
is added. The two views marked (A) are of the same pipe, to clarify the positions of the hole and the ells on It. Check the photos
to make sure you see how this descending pipe fits and connects to the capacitor pipe (C), at the lower right of the antenna in
figs. 1,2, and 6. Two views are also shown of the largecapacitorpipe(B). The 9 inch long pipe with a 90 0ellatoneend is soldered
to the 1 inch pipe. This 90 °ell connects to the 30 inch vertica l pipe that is at the left of the antenna in figs. 1and 6. Near the other
endof the large pipe (8) is a sma/f length of r. inch pipe that also is soldered to the large pipe. The hole in this smallpiece is needed
to accept the 1. inch bolt that holds the insulating handle to the large capacitor pipe. The short pipe (0) with two 45 ° ells is the
base section that is bolted to the plastic or wood base. Twenty-six feet of r. inch, 4 feet of 1 inch, and4 feet of%inch copper pipe,

Type M, are required. Also thirteen 45 ° and two 90 ° copper ells.

pecially one for the low-frequency bands,
should be mounted vertically. In addition ,
the building services that inc lude heat ing
ducts. water piping, and electrical wiring
tend to beorstr jbuted in layers,in the floors
of a building.An apartment dweller is prob
ably trapped between two "grounds, " im
mediately above and below him/her. And
there are alsowiring andpipes in the walls!
Most of the radiation that escapes this
" cage" will come after several reflections,
so the antenna should be oriented to pro
duce the strongest , in-phase reflect ions.

The radiationpattern of a loop is a figure
eight ,with a null along the axis of the loop.
At high angles from a vertical loop, how
ever, the doughnut pattern is almost omni-

directional. In practice I notice somedirec
tiona! effect on the higher frequency
bands , and point the edge 01 the loop to
ward the OX I am working with the small
loop.On 40 and 80 meters any directional
effects are the result otthe building layout,
I believe.

Q,peralion

To tune the antenna to a particular fre
quency. nsten for a peak in received noise
as the variable capacitor pipes are adjust
ed. This doesn't work as well when there
are stations operating on or near that Ire-

quency. Turn off the receiver AVe if pos
sible . If you can 't , you will get only a
general peak and you will need to find the
resonance with an SWR dip.Useminimum
power andthe most sensitive range of your
SWA meter. (TheMFJ-207 SWR Analyser
would be idealhere.)As with thesmall loop,
the insulator handles will slide the pipes
lengthwise and change the frequency a lit
tie. Use the aluminum capacitor plate for
fine tuning . This also lets you back away
from the loop and reduce the hand and
body capacitance to it.

It's an interesting project that will teach
you a bit about antennas, operating , and
the layout of your local home-improvement
store. ~
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